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Why Outsource  
Your Accounts Receivable?

Benefits of Outsourcing Vs. Hiring for A/R

We are driven by results. We are a group of dental practice 

professionals who have first hand experience in working with patients. 

Our calls to your patients are so seamless, your patient will think 
someone is calling them directly from your office. Our extensive 
experience with insurance companies means we can work quickly and 
effectively to get your claims paid before time runs out. We take the 
time to get to know you, your practice, and your patients. In addition, 
our specialized accounts receivables letters, emails, and other 
communications have been used and tested for decades. We know how 
to communicate with the insurance companies and your patients to 
collect what is owed to you – now. 

In-Office Hire SUMMIT DENTAL PARTNERS
Prompt Follow Up With Insurance Companies As Time Allows Yes

Prompt Follow Up With Patient Balances As Time Allows Yes

Notification System for Claims In Danger Of Expiring Possibly Yes

Regular Reporting To Office Staff/Doctor Possibly Yes

Monitoring A/R Against Industry Metrics Possibly Yes

Single Dedicated A/R Team Member Possibly Yes

Notes Entered Directly Into Your Practice Management Software Possibly Yes

Consistent Phone & Email Communication With All Staff Possibly Yes

Protocols To Prevent A/R Issues Possibly Yes

Proactive Staff Training To Improve Cash Flow Possibly Yes

Team With Over 20 Years Specifically In Dental Industry Possibly Yes

Proven Letters, Emails & Phone Calls Scripts For Quick Collection Possibly Yes

Flexible Pay-As-You Go Services No Yes

Agreement Terms Employee As Needed

Expert Knowledge of Top Practice Management Systems Possibly Yes

Check Posting Services Also Available Possibly Yes

Allows More Attention To In-Office Patients No Yes

Additional Payroll Taxes Required? Yes None



NO LONG TERM COMMITMENT REQUIRED

“We’ll Hold Your Hand Until You’re Ready To Let Go”
Maybe you just need some help getting caught up on A/R because you were 
short staffed recently. Or, maybe new projects, a busier schedule, or other critical 
tasks have taken your team away from being able to collect your money in a timely 
manner. Whether you’re looking to outsource your A/R temporarily or on a long-
term basis, Summit Dental Partners can help. 

WHY DENTISTS ALL OVER NEW ENGLAND ARE USING SUMMIT DENTAL PARTNERS FOR A/R
Our focus is on making your practice more successful. In fact, we’ll not only help 
you collect your outstanding claims and patient balances, but we’ll figure out why 
they happened in the first place, and work with your team to create protocols 
and systems that prevent these issues from happening again. Most employees 
don’t have the incentive to try and prevent issues because as long as there are 
issues within A/R, that person always has a job. However, because Summit Dental 
Partners offers a wide-variety of valuable services to help dental practices grow and 
run smoothly, we WANT to reduce and prevent A/R issues in your practice. Our 
work is measured by results. The more successful you are, the better we all do. An 
employee can do accounts receivable work...but, ask yourself...will they do it well?

Have a trusted and professional company handle your A/R before it becomes a collection issue, and you’ll 
quickly see what a difference it can make in your practice. Your staff will be more productive, more attentive 
to patients, and more able to focus on other tasks and projects in the office. Your patients will feel heard, 
understood, and appreciated and you’ll collect more of your A/R than ever before...without any of the hassle. 

FIND OUT HOW SUMMIT DENTAL PARTNERS A/R SERVICE CAN HELP YOU. 

SET UP A FREE A/R REVIEW TODAY BY CALLING  

781-724-7975
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Is Your Office Staff Buried &  
Struggling To Keep Up With A/R?

Summit Dental Partners, LLC can help!

Collecting your accounts receivable (A/R) is a critical component of a successful,  
viable dental practice. But can your staff dedicate enough time to it?

Most doctors want to see their staff engaging with patients, handling  
office tasks, and keeping the schedule full rather than spending time  
chasing after money.  
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HOW IT WORKS

During our initial consultation, our specialized team of  dental practice A/R experts 
will review your current outstanding patient balances and insurance claims, and make 
recommendations to increase your cash flow.

Using your own dental practice software, we’ll provide you with real-time reports.
We’ll also save the notes from our calls with insurance companies and patients right  
in your system. Every step of the way, you’ll know the job is getting done right.

Each week or month, you’ll receive a detailed report, showing status updates,  
and new A/R totals. We’ll use this data to help you make proactive improvements in your 
practice to keep your cash flow healthy.

With online secure access, our specialists can immediately resolve an issue, answer your 
questions, or help a patient or their insurance company, settle up their balance.

COLLECT MORE MONEY SOONER WITHOUT ALL THE HASSLE. SET UP A FREE 
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE (A/R) REVIEW TODAY! 

781-724-7975

Let your staff focus on patients. Outsource your A/R.



• Is your cash flow steady?

• Is the cash in your checking account healthy?

• Are outstanding insurance claims over 30 days less than $10,000 (if your practice is large)  
or less than $5,000 (if your practice is small to medium sized)?

• Is your A/R calculated without patient “credits” so you have an accurate total amount of balances owed?

• Is your total A/R less than or equal to your typical 30-day production?

• Are outstanding claims over 90 days 12%-15% (or less) of your total open claims?

Is Your Accounts Receivable (A/R) Healthy? 
Take this quiz to find out...

WHY EVERY PRACTICE IS AT RISK

If a claim isn’t properly filed and followed up with, the insurance company may deny it, forcing the dental 
practice to write it off as a loss.  Even when your team does a good job of sending claims in a timely 
manner, the claim can still be denied if there is no way to prove the insurance company received all the 
documentation within a certain period of time. 
 

Once this time period elapses, there is almost nothing you can 
do to collect it. In one case, a practice had sent in insurance 
claim information, but had never followed up. They called us in 

to help collect the money. But it was too late.   

They had to write off a loss of over $128,000.

FREE Accounts Receivable Review
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 CALL NOW TO RESERVE YOUR FREE SESSION WITH ONE OF OUR A/R EXPERTS:781-724-7975

HOW TO HELP YOUR STAFF COLLECT MORE MONEY

If your staff is like most, they are dedicated to patient care, filling the schedule, answering phones, handling 
issues that come up in the office, and taking on various projects that require their attention. Accounts 
receivable (A/R), however, generally requires an enormous amount of time away from the day-to-day 
operations. For example, following up with just one claim with one insurance company may take 2-3 hours of 
back and forth phone calls, being put on hold, sending documentation, etc. Imagine how upset your patients 
would be if they were being ignored for 2-3 hours.

The bottom line is: there’s only so many hours in a day. If your staff is focused on patient care (as they 
should be), it’s nearly impossible for your staff to dedicate the proper amount of time to collecting 
outstanding insurance or patient balances. So, how do you resolve this?


